/ WEB & AGGREGATE
I N TER ACT I ON

ROUND AGGREGATE
= TIGHT CLUSTERS
Our coating can’t efficiently get inside the small empty
spaces and must start forming the web around the
cluster. However, the CO2 gas is sneaking its way into
these spaces and building up.

Soon the gas build up is too much and it needs to
escape - breaking the coating of your surface.

ANGULAR AGGREGATE
= OPEN SPACES
Angular aggregate provides a less dense cluster,
with more frequent, and larger open spaces. The
gaps in between the aggregate also allow for the
CO2 gas to escape as the web is being built – no
blistering or foaming.

Why do Qualideck systems require
angular aggregate?

IT’S ALL ABOUT CHEMISTRY
To understand why you can only use we need to take
a look at the chemistry behind the Qualideck coatings
compared to competing coatings.
When polyurethane polyol and isocyanate meet,
a chemical reaction takes place, and chains are
formed.
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Now that our strong web has been built and the
coating is hard and fully cured, let’s take a look
at the surface of the system.

round.
The round aggregate has naturally formed a
tight cluster within the coating and on top of the
surface.

As traffic or any type of activity that causes friction
across the surface occurs, the round aggregate is
wearing away quicker and popping out.

You will see heavy sand exposure and minimal
coating. It’s important to remember that the
coating is the “work-horse” of our system, as this
is what is locking your aggregate in place. This
leads to a surface that is mostly aggregate and no
coating visible.

This eventually leads to only a smooth layer of
coating exposed with little to no slip resistance
and will wear a lot faster.

Competing coatings start out as a single strand and
then a few sporadic knots form across the strand.

ANGULAR
Qualideck coatings are advanced so that while knots
are forming they are also using advanced crosslinking to form a strong, tight knit web.

angular.
The angular aggregate, on the other hand, has
formed a surface with peaks. These peaks are
also completely surrounded by the coating…once
again, our “work-horse”, making it the most visble
part of the system.

The by-product of this web building
by cross-linking is CO2 gas. The more
web building you have, the more CO2
gas is produced.

The angular aggregate is chemically embedded
into the Qualideck surface system. When any
type of traffic passes over the embedded angular
spikes, they are able to handle the friction over a
much longer period of time.

